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Abstract. Joining or leaving a platform ecosystem is a key strategic decision for
software developers. ‘Multi-homing’ is strategy in which a company distributes
its products via more than one platform ecosystem in parallel. ‘Single-homing’ is
an opposite strategy in which the software is being distributed exclusively via a
single platform ecosystem. On one hand, multi-homing can increase customer
reach in markets where customers typically single-home. On the other hand,
creating a new version of the software product for multi-homing purposes gener‐
ates, e.g., conversion, maintenance, and marketing cost. Interestingly, multi-
homing as a strategic choice in software business has thus far have received
surprisingly little academic scrutiny. In particular, there is very little information
on whether multi-homing is an economically viable distribution strategy. To fill
in this void, we explore the financial performance between single-homers and
multi-homers in mobile application ecosystems. We investigate how the decision
to multi-home affects firm performance with a sample of mobile application
developers. The results imply that the revenue growth has been faster among
single-homers while our dataset is biased towards single-homers. This calls for
additional research comparing the two distribution strategies. This paper acts as
a starting point for a research agenda in order to better understand multi-homing
a strategic choice in software business.

Keywords: Multi-homing · Platforms · Software ecosystems · Strategic
management · Two-sided markets

1 Introduction

Ecosystems and platforms are nowadays core building blocks of business [16]. Whereas
terminology in this field is not yet stabilized and some terms are used interchangeably
[c.f. 11, 23], we follow the view that a technological platform is a core of an ecosystem
that enables its formation [5]. An ecosystem itself consists of a platform and its owner,
as well as from complements and their providers, and from customers [8]. Well-known
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examples of such ecosystems include marketplace-centred mobile application ecosys‐
tems (e.g., Apple’s App Store for iOS devices and Google Play for Android operating
system devices).

As ecosystems and platforms have become a major distribution channels in software
business [14], the decision to single-home or multi-home is a key strategic decision for
a large number of software companies. In economic theory, multi-homing refers to
participating more than one competing marketplace in parallel [20]. In today’s software
development and software business, multi-homing typically means distributing a
product via more than one competing platforms such as Android and iOS at the same
time whereas single-homing refers to distribution the product via only one platform [4].

As ecosystems typically have entry barriers [19], a multi-homing strategy incurs
costs to the software developer. In software ecosystems, typical entry barriers are fees
for participation, ecosystem-specific development tools that are not interchangeable or
specific skills needed. For example, Google Play features a 25 USD registration fee and
an official development tool is Android software development kit (SDK). For App Store,
a membership is 99 USD and the official tool is iOS SDK. The iOS SDK and Android
SDK are not cross-compatible.

While nowadays there are tools that reduce the costs of cross-platform software
development such as Apache Cordova and Titanium [1, 6], multi-homing always gener‐
ates some additional costs related to e.g. development, maintenance, product manage‐
ment and marketing of a new platform-specific version. Thus, the decision to multi-
home a firm’s products to more than one ecosystem requires careful balancing between
the potential for gaining a larger market share [22] as well as reducing dependency on
a single ecosystem orchestrator [15] against to the increased costs [7].

Against this backdrop, it is surprising that the outcomes of adopting a multi-homing
vs. single-homing strategy in terms of software developer’s performance remains largely
opaque in software business literature [8]. Most of the extant literature on multi-homing
focuses on the ecosystem level analysis while company-investigations of multi-homing
as a strategic distribution choice and its outcomes on firm performance remain largely
absent. However, choosing between multi-homing and single-homing is a strategic
decision for practically any independent software vendor.

As a result, we put forward a fundamental question for software developers: Does it
pay off to multi-home?

To shed light into this looming, yet thus far unanswered question, we sampled a set
of 10,000 mobile application developers from Apple’s App Store, Google Play and
Microsoft’s Windows Phone Store. We then investigated their product offerings to
identify the companies that multi-home and acquired their financial information from
the ORBIS database. Finally, we compare the turnover growths of 812 mobile applica‐
tion vendors to detect if multi-homing pays off or not.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In the second section, we present
an overview of prior research on multi-homing in software business. In Sect. 3, we
describe the research approach and data collection, followed by the results in the fourth
section. In Sect. 5, we discuss the findings, unveil the limitations and put forward
suggestion for future research.
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2 Multi-homing in Software Platforms

Multi-homing can have a profound effect on platform competition dynamics and thus
ultimately the very structure of the entire market [5, 7, 9, 20–22, 24]. With respect to
software platforms, in presence of several competing platforms the structure of the
market depends on multi-homing patterns of application developers [22]. According to
Sun and Tse [22], extensive multi-homing among application developers enables
competition between platforms whereas single-homing eventually turns the market
towards a single dominant ecosystem.

Landsman and Stremersch [18] in turn studied multi-homing in the gaming console
market. They showed that initially a multi-homing strategy hurts the sales of the hard‐
ware consoles but this effect fades away when the ecosystem ages. Landsman and Stre‐
mersch [18] further divided multi-homing into two different categories: (1) Seller-level
multi-homing that refers to a situation where the same producer, e.g. application devel‐
oper works for several ecosystems. (2) Platform-level multi-homing refers to a situation
where a developer, or someone else, distributes the same product via several ecosystems.

While the two forms of multi-homing are likely to be correlated, it is also possible
that a developer offers different products to different ecosystems — or different devel‐
opers offer a certain product to different ecosystems. As an example of the latter, the
Facebook apps in Google Play and Apple Store were developed by Facebook whereas
the Facebook app in Windows Store was developed and published by Microsoft a few
year ago.

According to Hyrynsalmi et al. [10], the overall number of multi-homing is small in
mobile application markets. However, the most popular applications are available in all
competing ecosystems and the producers of these applications largely multi-home [14].
Hyrynsalmi et al. [14] describe this situation as a multi-level two-sided market to under‐
score the difference between the level of multi-homing in general and multi-homing
among the most popular applications.

Despite the theoretical contributions to the areas, empirical studies l assessment
remains low. Idu et al. [15] analysed multi-homing inside Apple’s three different sub-
ecosystems. The found 17.2% platform-level multi-homing in their set of 1,800 mobile
applications. In their empirical analysis of multi-homing in the three leading (Android,
iOS, and Windows Phone) mobile application ecosystems, Hyrynsalmi et al. [14] found
that only 1.7–3.2% of all applications (i.e. platform-level) and 5.8–7.2% all developers
(i.e., seller-level) in the three mobile application operating systems were multi-homing.
Interestingly, however, from the most popular applications 41–58% were multi-homing.
Similarly, 42–69% of the keystone developers, i.e. producers of the most popular appli‐
cations, were multi-homing.

Whereas the multi-homing rate is a significantly higher than one showed by Hyryn‐
salmi et al. [14] it is worth of noting that entry barrier into a different sub-ecosystem
inside Apple’s ecosystem is lower (e.g., development tools are same). Furthermore, it
should be noted that there are numerous different Android devices while Apple has only
a limited number of different iOS phone and tablet versions. In addition, for a compar‐
ison, Burkard et al. [3] studied popularity of multi-homing strategy in SaaS business
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solutions market. They found only 70 multi-homers (ca. 3.5%) in their dataset of over
two thousand software vendors.

Nevertheless, the surveys on the popularity of multi-homing strategy shows that
often only a small part has adopted the publication strategy. However, it seems that
number of adopters are rising. For example, when the results of Hyrynsalmi et al. [14]
and Idu et al. [15] are compared against Boudreau’s [2] results, who found less than 1%
overall multi-homing rate, a decade earlier in the mobile application markets, a clear
growth in the number of multi-homing strategy adopters can be seen. This might be a
result of either the growth of mobile application market’s value [c.f. 8], the development
of technological tools for multi-homing [c.f. 1] or due to a wider understanding of the
platform economy and its rules [c.f. 16].

A number of studies addressing the impacts of multi-homing to a single software
company are low. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, only one prior study has
examined this topic. In a cross-segment approach, Hyrynsalmi et al. [12] analysed multi-
homing of Finnish computer game companies. In their study, they included all game
companies ranging from mobile game and social media add-ons to AAA class video
game developers. Out of the 208 active game companies, they found that a majority
(54.8%) were multi-homers. However, they did not found any major differences between
multi-homers’ and single-homers’ financial performances.

To summarize, a clear majority of existing work focuses on a market-level analysis
and on the impacts of multi-homing to a market as a whole [e.g. 5, 18, 22]. However,
there is a dearth of studies addressing how multi-homing affects to individual companies.
While there are arguments for and against of using multi-homing publishing strategy [7,
14, 15] and importance of multi-homing to development of whole market [5, 7, 22], it
is surprising that there is a little empirical evidence whether is worth or not, for a single
developer to multi-home.

Therefore, this study focuses on this question and aims to uncover are there quanti‐
tative evidence that multi-homing would be a better choice for a single developer than
single-homing strategy. We select mobile application ecosystems as the case environ‐
ment as it is currently a swiftly developing market with multiple different, non-compat‐
ible among each other, operating systems. Furthermore, there is a plethora of application
developers, small as well as big ones, joined in the market. Thus, there is a potentially
rich information available in the domain.

3 Empirical Research

In this study, we focus on the question whether it pay off or not to multi-home. We chose
revenue growth of our focal indicator of the financial viability of multi-homing vs.
single-homing. As multi-homing increases the number of potential customers, it should
lead to increasing revenues compared to single-homing. As an example, Gartner’s latest
report1 states that in the last quarter of 2016, 81.7% of the new smart phones were using
Android operating system and 17.9% were using iOS devices. Despite this, it is reported

1 Gartner Says Worldwide Sales of Smartphones Grew 7 Percent in the Fourth Quarter of 2016.
http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3609817 Accessed May 5th, 2017.
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that applications in the Apple’s App Store are generating higher revenue than the ones
in Google Play store2,3. Thus, for a mobile application developer gain the largest audi‐
ence, he should select the Android operating system whereas it is likely that higher
revenue is generated in Apple’s App Store.

Revenue growth as an indicator does not take into account the increased costs asso‐
ciated to multi-homing. However, as obtaining information about these costs from
financial statements is practically impossible, we concluded that revenue growth is an
appropriate measure to extrapolate the pay-off of multi-homing.

In this study, we utilized a simple three-steps research process illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the first step, to gather the starting data, we employed a web crawler that collected a
sample 10,000 mobile application vendors from three mobile application marketplaces,
Google Play, Apple’s AppStore and Windows Phone Store. From each vendor, we
collected the name that the vendor used to presents itself in the marketplace and the
number of applications the vendor has published in that marketplace. We then manually
double-checked the data and e.g. in case of slightly different names between the market‐
places matched the data. The dataset and the multi-homing information was collected
in the beginning of 2013.

1.

• SAMPLING: We gather a random sample of 10,000 mobile 
application developers

2.

•ENRICHMENT: From the set of 10,000, only 3,247 
companies were identified in ORBIS.

3.

•NARROWING: From the found companies, we focus 
only on those 812 firms working mainly in ICT sector.

Fig. 1. The process flow of research in this study.

In the second step, to acquire financial information regarding the vendors, we used
the ORBIS financial information database by Bureau van Dijk. The ORBIS database
contains financial information on over 200 million companies globally. We uploaded
the list of 10,000 software vendor names for the batch search and used the database’s
matching logic to identify corresponding companies. As the database allows selecting
between various levels of matching accuracy, to maximize the quality of our data, we
decided to only accepted matches where the matching quality was given the highest ‘A’.

2 App Annie 2015 Retrospective. http://go.appannie.com/report-app-annie-2015-retrospective
Accessed May 5th, 2017.

3 App Annie 2016 Retrospective. http://go.appannie.com/app-annie-2016-retrospective
Accessed May 5th, 2017.
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From the 10,000 software vendor names in our query, a match was found for 3,247
(32.5%). As the mobile application developers are known to be a rather heterogeneous
set ranging from commercial developers with financial interests to hobbyist and non-
profit organizations [13], it was expected that only a minority of the developers would
have founded and registered a company for collecting the income and paying taxes from
the applications sales.

Our subscription of ORBIS did not cover financial information of 34 companies, and
thus those were excluded from performance analyses. From the identified 3,247 compa‐
nies, there were companies and organizations from various fields. For example, we found
several European airports multi-homing, i.e. providing their apps via all marketplaces.

For all companies, we acquired operating revenue information from the years 2013,
2014 and 2015. Naturally, only for a few companies the financial information of the year
2016 have been registered; thus, this year is omitted. The financial performance is
studied through the growth of a company’s revenue from the year 2013 to 2014 and
2015. We use three intervals for measuring the performance growth. The reason is that
the impact of multi-homing in the revenue of the company might take more than a year.
The starting point is 2013 as the multi-homing information of the year 2013 was acquired
from the marketplaces.

In the third step of the process, to focus deliberately on companies that are in software
business, we added a further constraint to narrow down our results to companies that
have defined ‘Information and Communication’ as their main business domain classi‐
fication. We thereafter omitted companies with missing revenue information. The final
set of ICT companies consisted of 538 companies.

4 Results

The identified 3,247 companies are from various fields as shown in Fig. 2. The largest
sections in our dataset are ‘Information and Communication’ (808 firms, 30% of all),
‘Wholesale and retail trade’ (440, 16%), and ‘Professional, scientific and technical
activities’ (387, 14%). For 200 companies, no information was stored in under the field
‘NACE Rev. 2 main section’. The companies are from 39 different countries while Great
Britain, France, Italy and Germany being the biggest country of origin.

The financial indicators are infrequently reported to the database. For example, it is
quite common in the dataset that a company might not have any financial indicators
stored for a certain year whereas they are available for previous and next years. For
example, our full dataset contains financial information of over 3,200 companies. From
those, only 1,102 companies have revenue information available for the years 2013 and
2014. Thus, in the forthcoming performance analysis, the number of companies used in
each analysis varies.

The average turnover growths for the studied firms are shown in Table 1. When
looking our sample of companies as a whole, the average revenue growth rate from 2013
to 2014 was 80 per cent and 2014 to 2015 it was 79 per cent. At the same, the companies
in the ICT field growth averagely only 54% and 13%.
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Fig. 2. Distribution of studied companies NACE Rev 2. classifications.

Table 1. Average turnover growths and the size of sample

Strategy 2013–2014 (n) 2014–2015 (n) 2013–2015 (n)
All companies 80% (1,102) 79% (881) 118% (836)
Single-homing 86% (1,008) 85% (806) 126% (763)
Multi-homing 14% (94) 11% (75) 39% (73)
Information and
Communication field

54% (304) 13% (244) 57% (229)

Single-homing 59% (271) 14% (218) 51% (205)
Multi-homing 14% (33) 1% (26) 26% (24)

We identified 209 (6.4%) companies multi-homing in our set. Out of those, 78 were
classified as ICT companies (i.e. belonging NACE Rev. 2 class ‘J – Information and
communication’) and 131 into other fields. Thus, 9.6% of ICT companies are multi-
homing whereas only 6.2% of non-ICT companies are multi-homers. While ICT compa‐
nies are more keen to multi-home based than non-ICT companies, the multi-homing
rates still remain low.

In the final step of the analysis, we focused on the performance of ICT companies.
In this, we excluded non-ICT companies as there are likely more factors explaining their
growth of revenue than decision to publish multi-homed application. Thus, here we focus
on the 812 companies belonging into ‘Information and communication’ category.

Interestingly, and contrary to our assumptions, the results imply that single-homing
ICT companies had stronger growth rates than multi-homers (59% vs. 14% in 2013–
2014, 14% vs. 1% in 2014–2015, and 51% vs. 26% in 2013–2015) as depicted in
Table 1. While the number of multi-homers remain small in each studied set, they are
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growing considerably slower than single-homers. The similar phenomenon can be seen
also by looking the average growths of all companies – here also single-homing compa‐
nies outperform multi-homing companies with a reasonable big margin.

To summarize, as Table 1 shows the turnover growth is faster among single-homers
than multi-homers during the studied periods. However, the final sample was heavily
biased towards single-homers as less than ten per cent of the companies are multi-
homing. Furthermore, due the sparse availability of financial information, the number
of multi-homing ICT-companies remain remarkable low. This largely inhibits drawing
far-reaching conclusions from the data.

5 Discussion

In the following, we will first discuss on the implications of this study. It is followed by
a discussion of limitations and some ideas for future work.

5.1 Implications

This study was motivated to shed some empirical light on a key question in software
business does it pay off to multi-home? To this end, we concluded an extensive empirical
study to identify relevant companies and used the ORBIS financial information database
of obtain the relevant financial figures.

While multi-homing is generally considered a desirable strategic choice in prior
software business literature [14], based on the findings from this study, we cannot
empirically corroborate, or reject, this notion. While our initial results show that single-
homers are performing better in the terms of revenue growth, the number of multi-
homing companies, with financial information, included into the sample remain too low
to draw a statistically reasonable conclusion.

We started by hypothesizing that multi-homing would incur more cost due to the
entry barriers as well as the need of maintaining alternative versions. However, a larger
potential buyer population would ultimately payback the investments. Our initial results
support these hypotheses only weakly, if at all, as the single-homers are collecting
remarkably better revenues. In other words, based on this analysis, it seems that multi-
homing does not pay off. However, due to the missing financial information and domi‐
nance of single-homing companies in our dataset, far-reaching decision cannot be made.

Yet our ultimate research question remains unanswered, our approach in empirically
investigating issue is nevertheless a definite contribution to software business literature
[c.f. 8, 15] by setting forward the research agenda towards a better understanding of
multi-homing as a strategic choice in software business. To this end, our study clearly
demonstrates that relying on publically available financial information as the only source
of data is not a sufficient approach to investigate the bottom-line financial effect of multi-
homing.

From a practice-oriented perspective, while the effect of multi-homing on turnover
development remains unanswered, multi-homing remains a viable strategy to reduce
software developers’ dependency on a single client platform. Hence, the decision
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whether to multi-home or not is not solely a matter of maximizing revenue but essentially
about managing risks.

5.2 Limitations and Future Research

Like any other piece of empirical research, our study is subject to a number of limitations.
First of all, it is evident that our current data is by no means sufficient to provide answer
to a pivotal research question such as the one posed in this study. Thus, we strictly advice
against drawing far-reaching conclusions from the present study. There are two main
reasons for this: (1) Publicly available financial information has remarkable amount of
missing fields for all companies, and (2) partially due to the previous reason, the number
of multi-homers with reported performance measures remained low for a statistically
significant analysis.

As a result, additional research with a new data collection is needed. Furthermore,
due to the limitations of the current dataset and the exploratory stance of the study,
further studies in the area should control for the potential confounding effects of the
various factors that may influence growth rates to meaningfully isolate the potential
influence of multi-homing. Nevertheless, we demonstrated a decent sampling strategy
for a selection of mobile application vendors that can be turn out to be useful for other
kinds of studies.

Alternative option would be to change the research stance from quantitative analysis
towards a qualitative work. As this study presents, finding statistically relevant results
might be problematic (e.g., the selection of performance measures), thus a qualitative
case study on multi-homing and single-homing companies could create a better picture
of the benefits and drawbacks of multi-homing publishing strategy.

Finally, in future work, also the type of the market or apps should be reconsidered
as they might also play a role in the performance analyses. For example, the console
gaming market is mature and relationships within the ecosystem are more complex than
in the mobile application markets. Several games are exclusively published for a certain
console and only after a delay of months, they are ported to the other consoles. Further‐
more, the development of freemium mobile games features its unique characteristics
[cf. 17]. Thus incorporating a wider selection of different markets and ecosystems would
be an advisable course for future research.

6 Conclusion

The purpose of the paper was to be a starting point for a research agenda in order to
better understand multi-homing as a strategic choice in software business. The market
tendency either towards multi-homing or single-homing has been linked in the extant
theories on the future development of the whole market. However, only little has been
research on the impact of multi-homing to companies.

We performed a quantitatively study of over 3,200 companies that had published a
mobile application. Single-homing companies (93.6% of all) dominate the set. While
only a small amount of them were found to be multi-homers, it seemed that on average
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single-homers are performing better than multi-homers. However, due to the small
amount of multi-homing companies with available financial information, we advice
against of doing far-reaching decisions based on this. Nevertheless, this is among to first
to address the question do multi-homing pay off to the companies.
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